CHAPTER IV
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SECTION -II
Kinetics of oxygen atom transfer reactions of pyridine N - oxide substrate with mono !.! oxo - bridged molybdenum(V) complexes of aldimine derivatives of L-ID-amino acids :
Conformational control of reactivity.
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Abstract
Both the kinetic and stoichiometric aspects of the oxygen atom transfer
reactions of three J..l - oxo binuclear molybdenum(V) complexes [possessing the
(Mo v2 0 3) 4 + core] with pyridine N - oxide (a typical oxomolybdoenzyme substrate
analogue) were studied in DMF solutions. These reactions are characterized by
Michaelis - Menten type behaviour ; the negative 6S#

values are consistent with

associative type pathway for such cases. From the corresponding double reciprocal
plots [that is, Lineweaver- Burk type plot of 1/kobs versus 1/[S] ] the k2 (s- 1) and KM
(mol- 1) values were obtained. The range ofk2 values is comparable in magnitude to the
literature data of metal - mediated oxygen atom transfer reactions using suitable
substrates. Chemical compositions of these complexes (earlier established on the basis
of elemental analysis, physicochemical and spectroscopic data) have been further
verified through computer simulation of mass spectral data. Molecular mechanics
method (MM2) provided with their molecular structures (i.e., optimized geometries
with lowest steric energies) ; the optimized bond lengths and bond angles data tally
with the literature X - ray structural data. These optimized geometries are able to
explain not only their physical properties but also their reactivities in terms of
conformational control [i.e., different arrangements of the two Mo
Mo -Ob - Mo axis of the (Mo v2 0 3) 4 + core].
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Introduction
As discussed at the outset in Chapter I the oxomolybdoenzymes possess one
or two mononuclear molybdenum sites and in all such cases the molybdenum atom
shares a non-protein organic ligand called molybdopterin which is a 6-substituted [enedithiolate I dithiolene] pterin. In addition, such enzymes possess a coordinated protein
ligand ; they probably use the protein ligand to tune the reactivity of the metal site, much
in the way that hemoproteins use the extra ligand trans to the 02 binding site to adjust the
reactivity of heme towards dioxygen ; in hemoglobin a histidine in the position trans to
the 02 binding site facilitates the reversible binding of 0 2 , whereas in cytochrome P-450,
a cysteine thiolate in this position helps to achieve oxygen activation. Thus the ironporphyrin unit can be intricately manipulated by its host protein to perform the varied
Chemistry

required

by

drastically

different

metalloprotein

I

metalloenzyme.

Oxomolybdoenzymes act on a variety of substrates involved in carbon - I nitrogen sulphur - metabolism and in such cases required activity of the molybdenum molybdopterin complex (i.e., the molybdenum cofactor, Mo- co) is controlled to a large
2

extent by the coordinated protein ligand

Amino acid analysis of the molybdenum

•

cofactor from xanthine oxidase and sulphite oxidase indicate the presence of histidine and
arginine residues, among other amino acids
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For the molybdenum- cofactor (Mo-co) both the pterin component as well
as the anchoring peptide are vital for the oxygen atom transfer (or oxo-transfer) activity
of these enzymes. While the pterin group is involved in electron transfer with the
molybdenum centre during turnover, the peptide chain is likely to create steric constraint
around the molybdenum atom, for preventing the irreversible oxo dimerization reaction
during the oxo-transfer cycle.
LnMoVIO:~

+ X= LnMorvO + XO

LnMo VIO:~ + LnMo rv0

=
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Critical studies indicate that the role of oxo-bridged Mo(V) complexes in
oxygen atom transfer reactions of systems designed to model enzyme behaviour cannot
necessarily be ignored

7 8 29 41 163
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There are different possibilities of Mo = 0 distortional isomers of (Mo v20 3) 4+
core by rotations around the Mo -Ob - Mo bridge ; X - ray crystal structure data of
(Mo v20 3 ) 4+ compounds isolated so far, indicate cis- or trans- disposition of the terminal
oxygens (Ot) and they are diamagnetic due to coupling of the two Mo(V) d 1 electrons
through the Mo -Ob- Mo three- centre bond
two Mo

=

7 19 62 76
'
•
• .

For a skew arrangement of the

Ot bonds these two 'd' electrons are unlikely to overlap significantly, leading

to a triplet (S = 1) ground state. It is worthwhile to explore the possibility of isolating a
paramagnetic complex containing the stmcturally atypical skew- (Mo v2 0 3) 4+ core with a
chiral ligand, as such a system will bear an analogy to the oxomolybdoenzymes with two
independent mononuclear molybdenum centres [Scheme (IV-12)].
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Scheme (IV-12): Two oxomolybdenum(V) centres (d 1) in a chiralligand environmenthypothesis for a CD model.

Physicochemical and reactivity studies on this and related complexes
containing different Mo

=

Ot distortional isomers, will throw light on the influence of

conformational (about the Mo -Ob- Mo bond) factors on their characteristic properties
as well as reactivities 106 . Interpretation of mass spectral data using computer simulation
method and getting the optimized molecular structures through molecular mechanics
method (MM2), give this study a new dimension. Possible correlation of oxygen atom
transfer activity of these complexes towards an enzyme substrate analogue
with optimized molecular structures will be interesting.
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(PyN~O)

Preformed ligands isolated as either free acids or monopotassium salts,
containing histidine or arginine residues, have been used in this study [Scheme (IV -13)].
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Scheme (IV -13): Schematic structures of aldimine ligands.
As stated above, choice of the amino acid residues is in conformity with the
composition of the relevant peptides
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For synthetic purpose a Mo(V) starting material

[MoOCh(bipy)] (green) has been utilized

67

.

Experimental
Materials and Methods: Orthovanillin (Fluka AG), salicylaldehyde (Kemphasol), L histidine monohydrochloride monohydrate (E. Merck, Germany), D -

histidine

monohydrochloride monohydrate (Sigma, USA), L - arginine monohydrochloride (Fluka
AG), 2,2

1

-

bipyridyl (BDH), molybdenum trioxide (E. Merck, Germany), hydriodic acid

(E. Merck, Germany) and tetra- n- butylammonium hydroxide (SISCO, Bombay) were
used as such. [MoOCl3(bipy)] (green) (bipy
known method
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•
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2,2

1

-

bipyridyl) was synthesized by a

The reactions were carried out in distilled solvents under dry dinitrogen
atmosphere using Schlenk method, including the workup step

11 164
•
•

Most of the details regarding instrumental measurements have been described
m earlier chapters. X-band EPR spectra were recorded in a varian E-112 EPR
spectrometer (9.51 GHz) using TCNE as the marker (g

=

2.00277). Magnetic

susceptibility measurements at room temperature were made on a Gouy balance using
Hg[Co(SCN) 4 ] as the calibrant. Molybdenum was estimated gravimetrically by using 8 hydroxyquinoline as the precipitant 25 .

Preparation of ligands
Monopotassium salts of N - (orthovanillidene) - L - histidine (OV-LHisHK.2H20) (1) and N- (orthovanillidene)- D- histidine

(OV~D-HisHK.2H2 0)

(2)

were prepared from L - histidine I D - histidine monohydrochloride monohydrate,
following published procedure [Scheme (IV-13)] 155 • N- (salicylidene)- L- arginine (SL-ArgH2) (3) was synthesized by reacting L - arginine monohydrochloride, KOH and
salicylaldehyde in 2 : 2 : 2.05 molar ratio in methanol- water (4 : 1 v/v) medium 146 .
Purity of these compounds was checked through TLC, elemental analysis
and matching of IR spectral data with the original ones. For TLC purpose methanolic
solution of the compounds were used ; the TLC plates (Silica-gel G) were eluted with
CH30H- CH 2Cb (1 : 1 v/v) and the spots were visualized in an iodine chamber.

Synthesis of the Complexes
The following three complexes were synthesized using methods described by S.
Panchanan 146 • Their purity was checked through TLC, elemental analysis, mass spectral
data ; their magnetic susceptibility data (!letr B.M. ), IR and UV-VIS spectra were also
recorded and compared with the original data 146 • These freshly prepared complexes were
utilized for kinetic studies with pyridine N - oxide (PyN-0), in spectroscopy grade
DMF (SRL, Mumbai).
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[(Mo v203)Ch(bipy)(OV- L- His)] (4)
Colour : snuff; Jlerr (295 K) : 1.05 B.M.
[(Mov203)Ch(bipy)(OV- D- His)] (5)
Colour : brown ; Jlerr (295 K) : diamagnetic.
[(Mo v203)Ch(bipy)(S - L - Arg)] (6)
Colour : pink - brown ; Jlerr (295 K) : 0.50 B.M.

An outline regarding the synthetic route of these complexes is shown in
Scheme (IV -14 ); for complex (6) the time of stirring was restricted to 30 min. In each
case the reaction mixture was allowed to settle for 15 min., filtered and washed under

I
I
I
I
I

dinitrogen atmosphere with degassed CH3CN- CH 3 0H (1 : 1, v/v), CH30H and dried
over anhy. CaCh in vacuo for 48h. Purity of each complex was checked through TLC
[Silica-gel GF2s4, UV- chamber] using DMF solution (diluted with 100 times CH30H)
and C6H 6 - CHCb (3 : 1 v/v) as eluant.

[MoVocl 3(bipy)J
(1 mmol)
finely powdered
suspension in CH3CN

OV-L -HisHK .2Hz0
(1 mmol) in CH30H,)
stirring under Nz atm.
for 1h. 295 K

((Moi'o 3 )Ciz(bipy){OV-L-His)]
Yield : ca. 45%

Scheme (IV-14): Synthesis of complex (4); for complexes (5) and (6), OV-DHisHK.2H20 and S-L-ArgH 2 were used respectively.

The AM values [20-22 ohm- 1 cm 2 mol- 1 in DMF, 301 K] of complexes (4),
(5) and (6) are consistent with their non- electrolytic formulations 13 •

Results and Discussion
The FAB mass spectra of complexes (4) and (6) are shown in Figures (IV-30)
and (IV-31) respectively. The FAB mass spectrum of complex (4) shows the
characteristic isotope pattern in the region m/z

=

751 [Figure (IV-32)] corresponding

to the fragment [M - 3Ht or [C24HtsNs07ChMo2t (where M is the formula weight,
754.24). Here the mlz value (most abundant isotopic mass and the isotope distribution
profile agreed with the corresponding theoretical value 46 , thereby supporting the
196
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Fig.(IV- 30): FAB Mass Spectrum of (4) (relative abundance versus m/z)
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Fig.(IV- 31): FAB Mass Spectrum of(6) (relative abundance versus m/z)

chemical composition of complex (4), together with the elemental analysis and different
physicochemical data. The number of isotope peaks in Figure (IV -32) verifies the
binuclear nature of complex (4)

14

•
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Fig.(IV-32): (a) FAB mass data of(4) at m/z (= 751) region corresponding to [M- 3Hf or
[C24H1sNs07Cl2Mo2r; (b) the calculated isotope pattern 14• 46 .
For complex (6) Figure (IV-33) shows the characteristic isotope pattern in the
region m/z = 703.7 corresponding to the fragment [M - C(NH)NH2 + 2Ht or
[C22H24N406CizMo2t (where M is the formula weight, 743). The released portion
(C(NH)NH2] shown above corresponds to the amidine group of the arginine residue
[Scheme (IV-13)]. The m/z value (most abundant isotopic mass) and the isotope
distribution profile agreed with the corresponding theoretical value 46 , thereby supporting
the chemical composition of (6), including its binuclear nature 14 . These mass spectral
studies indicate the overall architectural stability of these binuclear Mo(V) complexes.

(b)

(a)

+

703.7

mlz

Found

Calculation Result

Fig.(IV-33): (a)FAB mass data of(6) at m/z (= 703.7) region corresponding to [M- C(NH).NHz
+ 2Hf or [C22H24N406CbMo2t; (b) the calculated isotope pattern 14' 46 •
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From considerations of elemental analysis, FABMS data and different
physicochemical studies, the chemical compositions of these binuclear complexes [(4),
(5) and (6)] were established

146

and checked once again.

In the present study, this aspect has been strengthened through computer
simulation of isotope distribution patterns of characteristic mass spectral fragments

46

.

Further developments were achieved here by optimizing the possible schematic structures
of (4), (5), (6), using molecular mechanics calculations (MM2), giving the lowest steric
energy (Kcallmol) CHEM3D models [Figures (IV-34) to (IV-36)]; this throws light on
their stabilities as well as optimized molecular structures. The numbering system of these
Figures is set by the software used

87

.

For obtaining the CHEM3D model [Fig.(IV-35)] of

complex (5) with OV -D-His2 -ligand anion containing the D- histidine residue, positions
of the two substituents (e.g., the imidazole group and the hydrogen atom, not shown here
explicitly) of the chiral centre [C( 12)] were interchanged, as compared to those in case of
complex (4) with OV- L-His 2 -ligand anion [Figure (IV-34)]. This operation inverts the
configuration about the chiral centre [C(l2)]

152

.

The two resulting CHEM3D models

(MM2 method) are able to interpret the physicochemical and spectroscopic data of
complexes (4) and (5) nicely (vide infra).

Table (IV-11): Comparison of computed bond lengths (A) and angles (deg.) of the
dianion (OV-L-His) 2 - with its chelated form in its molybdenum complex (4), shown in
the parenthesis ; the data have been obtained from the respective optimized geometries
(MM2 method).
Atoms
C(3)-0(7)
C(1)-0(9)
C(14)-C(l5)
C(2)-C(l0)
C(IO)-N(ll)
C(12)-C(13)
C(1)-C(2)
C(19)-N(20)
C(l2)-C(14)
C(22)-N(21)
C(13)-0(16)

Bond Distances(A)+
1.37 (1.36]
1.36 (1.37]
1.50 [1.49]
1.51 [1.48]
1.26 [1.29]
1.52 (1.53]
1.43 [1.40]
1.47 [1.37]
1.53 [1.52]
1.47 [1.39]
1.35 [1.36]

Bond Distances(A)+
Atoms
C(22)-N(20)
1.27 [1.32]
1.42 [1.39]
C(4)-C(5)
N(11)-C(l2)
1.47 [1.49]
[1.40]
1.42
C(2)-C(6)
1.43 [1.40]
C(3)-C(4)
C( 13 )-0( 17)
1.21 [1.21]
1.42 [1.39]
C(5)-C(6)
C(l5)-C(19)
1.34 [1.38]
C(15)-N(21)
1.47 [1.42]
C(l)-C(3)
1.43 [1.41]
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Angle Atoms
N(20)-C(22)-N(21)
C(15)-N(21)-C(22)
C(19)-C(l5)-N(21)
C(4)-C(5)-C(6)
C(3)-C(4)-C(5)
C(1)-C(2)-C(6)

Bond Angle(deg.f
110.8 [113.1]
104.8 [102.9]
105.9 [107.8]
118.7 [118.9]
122.5 [123.2]
121.3 [123.8]

Angle Atoms
C(22)-N(20)-C(l9)
C(15)-C(19)-N(20)
C(2)-C(6)-C(5)
C(3 )-0(7)-C(8)
C(4)-C(3 )-C( 1)
C(2)-C( 1)-C(3)

Bond Angle(deg,t
108.1 [106.7]
110.4 [109.5]
119.8 [117.9]
113.5 [113.5]
118.3 [118.1]
119.3 [117.8]

Free ligand data are mentioned outside third bracket and the data derived from its molybdenum
complex, (4), are mentioned within third bracket.

+

The molecular modeling force field in use for molecular systems can be
interpreted in terms of the four key contributions, e.g., bond stretching, angle bending,
tortional terms and non-bonded interactions

86

;

in addition to the lowest steric energy,

two other basic parameters were evaluated, e.g., bond distances (A) and angles (deg) 87 .
Tables (IV -12) to (IV -14) show some of the relevant data, together with the comparable
X - ray data (given in the parenthesis) on mono f..t - oxo - bridged molybdenum (V)
complexes [i.e., with the (Mo v20 3) 4+ core] with Schiff base and other ligands obtained
from the literature 7 • 19· 55 · 62 • 147• 151 . The agreement between the computed bond distances
and the literature X - ray structural data is fair in most cases showing the realistic
nature of the CHEM3D models [Fig.(IV -34) to (IV-36)] obtained by MM2 method

86 87
· .

This approach of rationalizing optimized structural data, is in line with the recent trends
in structure (and property) elucidation 148- 150 . As far as the computed bond angles data are
concerned [Table (IV-12) to (IV-14)], they can be classified into four types (69

° - 100 °,

87

116

°-

143

° and

148

°-

171

°),

°- 83 °,

in agreement with literature X - ray

structural data on (Mo v2 03)4+- type complexes with different types of ligands, where
each molybdenum(V) atom is characterized by distorted octahedral geometry
151

•

7 55 62 147
• • •
•

However, when the attention is focused here [complexes (4), (5), (6)] on specific

computed bond angles around the Mo(V) atoms, they are found to depend considerably
on the identity of the aldimine ligand involved in the particular complex ; a comparative
study [Table (IV -15)] of several relevant bond angles data bear this out.
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Fig.( I\

34): !he optimized geometr) iCHEMJD model obtained through MM:2 calculations)
,)f(..t} \\ith a steric enen_:\ ,,f-fR.3 Kcal mol · Its numherin12 sv-;tem i.'> <,el hv 1he
-,olh' are us..:d ".
·-~ •
-

Table (1\

12): Comparison of selected computed bond lengths(/\) and bond angles
(deg.) ol'comple:-. (4) from the optimiL~d geometry !Fig.(IV-34), MM2
method! with the <.1\'ailahle literature data (in pan:nthcsis) ti·om X-ray
-;tructural studies*.

.\tom~

( )(lJ l-Mo( l ~)

Bond Oistances(A)
-~

•)R(::i(Jj4-):- -

:\1o( l X )-l I( :"6 J

2.32( 2.334 t

( )(23 }-Mo(.25)
Mo( 1~n-o123}
()( l6)-Mo(25)
Ni49)-Mo(.25)

l .97( 1.885)
1.97 ( 2.09 )''
7
2.10(2.08)

- -

!.97( !.~~5)

Atoms
N( I ll-Mo( l R)
Mo< lX)-()(25)
!'v1 u( 2 5 )-( )( 53 )
·-------~---·----·---·

'\l( 21 )-Mo( I R)

N(24 )-Mo(25)
Mo(25)-CI(26)

Angle Atoms
Bond Angle(de~.}
..........,---"
N(49)-Mo(25 }-0(53) I 60.0( 162. 7)'

·~--

62

Angle Atoms -------N(24)-Mo(25 )-(>(53 l
N(2 J )-Mo( 18 }-0(9)
N( 49)-Mo(25 )-N(24)
N(21 )-Mo{ 18 )-CI( 56)
----------~--~---

Bond
Oistances( A)
---·-------·-- 2. 09( 2. I 64).
·----------~

! 9X( l "7()7)
I .96( 1.707)

2.21 (2.21 )!J"
2.1 0(2.20~)
2.30( 2.334 t'

Bond

Angle(de~.)

- x2:6(-X2.XX-)r1N .

14~U\( 155 )\)
N( 49)-Mo(25 )-0(23)
88.0(93.3 )
7
77.4(70.8)'
N( II )-Mo( 18)-0(9)
74.2(80.6)
6
10
78.5(88.3) :
0( 53 )-Mo(25 )-CI(26)
83.6(89.6 ) g
12
111
99.0(89.8) '
0(23 )-Mo(25 )-0( 16)
I 00.2( I 05.9) ')
N(49)-Mo(25 )-CI(26}
N(2l )-Mo( 18)-N( II)
75.0
Cl(56 )-Mo( 18)-0(23)
92.9
Cl(26 )-Mo(25)-0( 16)
87.0
N( 49 )-Mo(25 )-0( 16)
74.7
N( II )-Mo( 18)-0(23)
116.1
Mo(25)-0(23)-Mo( IX) 116.3
Cl(26 )-Mo( 25 )-0( 23)
171.1
N(24 )-Mo( 25 )-0(23)
81.0
X -ray structural data have been collected hum references mentioned as superscript on the data
\\ ithin parenthesis.
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Participation of potential donor groups of the ammo acid residues (e.g.,
imidazole and amidine nitrogen atoms) of the aid imine ligands [Scheme ( IV-13 )] in the
coordination process to the Mo( 18) atom here, is most likely responsible tiJr this
observation ; even the change of configuration about the chiral centre [C( 12)] controls
this aspect as evident from the bond angles data fTable (IV -15 )] of complexes ( 4) and (5)
with OV- L-His 2 and OY- D-His 2 residues respectively. Most interesting aspects of this
study is the ability of the chiral ligands (L -I ()- ) in giving rise to (Mov 20

3(

complexes with different dispositions (trans- I skew- I ncar approach to cis - ) of the two
Mo = 0 1 bands about the Mo --011 - Mo axis (vide infra).

Fig.(IV-35): The optimized geometry (CHEMJD model obtained through MM2 calculations)
of ( 5) w ilh a steric energy of 46.6 Kcal mol-'. Its numbering system is set by the
software used 87 •

Table (IV-13): Comparison of selected computed hond lengths(;\) and bond angles
(deg.) in (5) from the optimized geometry [Fig.(IV-35). MM2 method!
with the available literature data (in parenthesis) from X-ray structural
studies''
------------------------

Atoms
Mo( 18)-0(46)
0( 52 )-Mo(25)

Mo(25)-CI(24)
N(21 )-Mo( 18)
Mo( I 8)-0(52)
N(49)-Mo{25)

Bond Distances(A)
1.96( I. 702) 5)
I. 98( 1.885) 7
2.39(2.334 t~
2.18(2.21 ) 147
1.94( 1.885) 7
2.22(2.208) 7

Atoms
N( I I )-Mo(l8)
Mo( I 8)-CI(25)

Mo(25)-0(45)
0(9)-Mo( 18)
Mo(25)-0(49)
N(66)-Mo(25)
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-------Bond Distances(A)
2.05(2.164)
62
2.30(2.334)
55
1. 98(2.09)
1.94(2.034)7
1.94( 1.707}55
7
2.18(2.208)

Angle Atoms

Bond Angle(deg.)

Angle Atoms

80.7(81.7f 1"'

N( r r )-Mo( 18)-0(9)
Cl(25 )-Mo( 18)-N( II)
0( 46 )-Mo( 18)-CI(25)
0(46 )-Mo( 18)-N(21)
N( 49)-Mo(25 )-N(66)
0(46)-Mo( 18)-N( II)
N( I I )-Mo( 18 )-N(2 I)
N(66 )-Mo(25 )-CI(24)
C I( 2 5 )- M o( 18 )- N ( 2 I )
references mentioned as

CI(25)-Mo( 18)-0(9)
10
N(21 )-Mo(IS)-0(9)
8J.6(83.2) S
1119
0(52)-Mo( l8)-N(21) I 04.0( 103.3 )
10
85. 7(82.88) ')
0(52)-Mo( 18)-N( II)
Mo(25)-0(52)-Mo( 18) 126.2
0( 52 )-Mo(25 )-N(49)
I 39.4
0(52 )-Mo(25 )-0(45)
74.0
0( 52 )-Mo(25 )-0( 49)
113.3
0(52)-Mo( 18)-Cl(25) 100.2
---X-ray structural data have been collected from
\Vithin parenthesis.
-------~--~---·------

Lov~esL

Bond Distances(A)
92.9(80.6)'
111
173.4( 17J.2) X
I 01.1 (I 04.9) 3(c)
148.0( 158.8 )IOlJ
74.6
77.5
70.6
123.1
110.1
superscript on the data

·---·------------------~-----~~-··-------··-

steric energy of complexes (4), (5) and (6) are 48.3 Kcal/mol, 46.6

Kcalinwl and 44. 7 Kcalmo! respectively : these data indicate good deal

\If

stabiiilv

,__-,lnsidcring the binuclear nature ofthese complexes.
I able d \-I I ) cum pares the com puled ( i\1 M 2 method) hond distances lA)

;tnd hnnd ~lllgles ideg) datu nf OV- 1-Hi~.

\\ ith thnsc (shm~n in parenthesis) of thr.:

l'\l!Tcspondmg chclated ligand dianio11, in complc\

(4).

Distinct changes in some of these

data. resulting from electnmic redtstribution during the coordination process. indicate the

Fig.(IV-36): fhc optimized geometry (CHEMJD model ohtaincd through MM2 calculations)
of ( 6) '-" ith a stcric eneU!\ uf 44.7 Keal mol '. Its nutnherinll: svstem
is set bv• the
•
sot1-.vare used .
~7

~.

~

203

Table (IV-14): Comparison of selected computed bond lengths(A) and bond angles
(deg.) of complex (6) from the optimized geometry [Fig. (IV-36), MM2 method] with
the available literature data (in parenthesis) from X-ray structural studies*
Atoms
Mo(l8)-Cl(52)
0(23)-Mo(25)
N(l1)-Mo(18)
Mo(25)-0(55)
Mo(l8)-0(53)
N(20)-Mo(18)

Bond Distances(A)
2.32(2.334) 61
1. 95( 1.885)7
2.12(2.164)7
1.97(1.707) 55
1. 98( 1. 707) 55
2.09(2.21 ) 147

Angle Atoms
Bond Angle(deg.)
N(11)-Mo(18)-0(9)
86.3(83.2) 108
Cl(52)-Mo( 18)-0(9)
82.4(89 .6) 108
N(11)-Mo(l8)-0(53) 121.8
N(l1)-Mo(18)-0(23) 73.9
N(l1)-Mo(18)-N(20) 78.7
N(24)-Mo(25)-N(49) 78.3
N(24)-Mo(25)-Cl(58) 84.9

Atoms
0(16)-Mo(25)
N( 49)-Mo(25)
Mo(25)-Cl(58)
0(9)-Mo( 18)
N(24)-Mo(25)
Mo( 18)-0(23)

Bond Distances(A)
1.97(2.09)55
2.1 0(2.208) 7
2.30(2.334)62
1.97(2.034)7
2.09(2.208) 7
1.97(1.885)7

Angle Atoms
Bond Angle(deg.)
0( 16)-Mo(25)-N(49)
102.0( 103.3) 109
N(49)-Mo(25)-0(23)
14 7 .4(158.81 ) 109
Mo( 18)-0(23 )-Mo(25) 123.09
0(55)-Mo(25)-0(23)
79.6
0(9)-Mo( 18)-N(20)
90.3
0(53)-Mo(l8)-N(20)
155.2
N(24)-Mo(25)-0(55)
99.9

X-ray structural data have been collected from references mentioned as superscript on the data
within parenthesis.

Table (IV -15) : Comparison of several specific computed bond angles (de g) data of the
present complexes from their optimized geometries
Bond Angles
Complex (4)
0(9)-Mo( 18)-N(11)
74.2
Cl(56)-Mo(18)-0(9)
120.5
N(11)-Mo(18)-N(21)
75.0
0( 16)-Mo(25)-Cl(26)
87.0
Cl(26)-Mo(25)-N (49)
99.0

°

°
°
°
°

Complex (5)
92.9
80.7
70.6
178.0
109.9

°

°
°
°
°

Complex (6)
86.3
82.3
78.7
95.0
84.9

°

°

°
°

°

relevant ligand donor atoms involved in the metal coordination process [Fig.(IV-34) to
(IV-36)]. Changes in IR spectral data of the ligands [(1), (2) and (3)] during the complex
formulation process as discussed later, support the above inference drawn from Table
(IV-11).
On scrutinizing the CHEM3D models of complexes (4), (5) and (6) [Figures
(IV-34) to (IV-36)] the following important aspects are revealed, which are consistent
with their physicochemical and spectroscopic data (vide infra); earlier such data were
interpreted only on the basis of their schematic structures
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•

This approach also

helps to rationalize the oxygen atom transfer activity ofthe present study.
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1. Coordination status around each molybdenum (V) atom of these binuclear (Mo v2lliL

- complexes :
In each case the Mo( 18) atom is coordinated by three donor atoms of the
aldimine ligand residue ; for example in complex (4) with OV- L-His2 - residue, the
phenoxide oxygen atom [0(9)], the azomethine nitrogen atom [N(ll)] and the histidine
nitrogen atom [N(21)] perform this task; the chlorine atom [Cl(56)], the terminal oxygen
atom [0(25)] and the bridging oxygen atom [0(23)] satisfy the six coordination positions
of the Mo(18) atom. A similar coordination situation exists around Mo(18) in complex
(5) with OV- D-His2 - residue. For complex (6) with S-L-Arg 2 - residue [Scheme (IV13)], apart from the phenoxide oxygen atom [0(9)] and the azomethine nitrogen atom
[N(ll )], the arginine amidine nitrogen atom [N(20)] coordinates to Mo(18). The
computed bond length data [from the optimized geometry of complex (6)] for the C(19)N(20) and C(l9) - N(21) bonds are 1.59A and 1.38A respectively ; evidently the nitrogen
atom [N(20)] and not the other nitrogen atom [N(21 )] is involved in coordination to the
Mo( 18) atom.
For each of these three complexes [(4) to (6)], the potential donor atom
(imidazole or amidine nitrogen) from the amino acid moiety of the aldimine ligand is
involved in coordination to Mo( 18). In this respect, it is a novel situation as compared to
various well - characterized molybdenum complexes with Schiff base ligands without
amino acid residues

7

.

The six coordination positions around the other molybdenum(V) atom [i.e.,
Mo(25) in Figures (IV -34) to (IV -36)] of these binuclear complexes, are satisfied by the
two nitrogen atoms of the 2,2

1

-

bipyridyl ligand, the chlorine atom, the terminal and the

bridging oxygen atoms and the carboxylate oxygen atom of the particular aldimine ligand
residue.
As evident from the computed bond angles data in Tables (IV-12) to (IV-14)
each molybdenum (V) atom [either Mo(18) or Mo(25)] is characterized by distorted
octahedral geometry, in agreement with literature X - ray structural data on (Mo v203)4+
_complexes 7, 19, 55, 62, 151.
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2. The disposition ofthe two Mo

=

0 1 bonds about the Mo(18)- Ob- Mo(25) axis:

An inspection of the CHEM3D model [Fig.(IV-34)] reveals that disposition
of the two Mo

=

0 1 bonds about the Mo - Ob - Mo axis is essentially skew (i.e., the two

°

Mo = 0 1 bonds are at almost 90 to each other). In case of complex (5) [Fig.(IV-35)], a
close approach to trans - disposition of the two Mo = 0 1 bonds about Mo - Ob - Mo axis
is observed. For complex (6) [Fig. (IV -36)] disposition of the two Mo

=

0 1 bonds about

the Mo - Ob - Mo axis deviates from a perfectly cis - arrangement, but the deviation is
not large enough like the skew - disposition of the two Mo = 0 1 bonds ; for complex (4)
here the angle between the two Mo = 0 1 bonds represents an intermediate situation
between their cis -and skew- dispositions.
Both the trans - directed and cis - directed (nearly eclipsed) terminal
oxygens have been characterized X- ray crystallographically in different (Mo v203 ) 4+complexes, depending on the ligand present

7

•

19

•

55 62 151
•
•
.

The former case has a

crystallographically required centre of inversion, whereas the latter one has an
approximate two - fold axis. The skew - arrangement of terminal oxygens possesses
none of these two attributes. Till date examples of well - characterized skew
(Mo v203) 4+

-

complex is rare. The above - mentioned symmetry aspects casts its

influence on the IR spectral data [especially the v (Mo = 0 1 ) bands, as indicated in Figure
(IV-37) of complexes (4)

to

(6). CD spectral data of complex (4) could also be analyzed

from the symmetry view point.
Besides this, either the cis - or trans -, but not the skew - orientation of the
Mo

=

0 1 bonds favours three - centre

1t -

bonding across the Mo - Ob - Mo bridge and

pairing of spins on the two Mo v(d 1) atoms leading to diamagnitism, which has been
verified experimentally

19

•

For a possible skew- orientation of the two Mo = 0 1 bonds,

formation of the three - centre 1t - bond together with spin pairing of the two d 1 electrons
is prevented, leading to a paramagnetic dimmer with skew - (Mo v20 3) 4+ core

19

•

This

aspect has been discussed here, on the basis of magnetic moment (!letT, B.M.) values and
EPR spectra.
Last but not the least, the different possibilities (cis- I trans- I skew-) of the
(Mo v2 03) 4+ core giving rise to different sets of MO levels, control the oxygen atom

206

transfer as well as electron transfer capabilities of complexes (4), (5) and (6). The kinetic
studies involving pyridine N - oxide and the cyclic voltammetric data bear out this
aspect.
3. Utilization of the four donor atoms of the present aldimine ligands for coordination
purpose and unique carboxylato - bridged (Mov z0 3 ) 4+ core :
A perusal ofthe CHEM3D models of complexes (4), (5) and (6) [Fig. (IV34) to (IV -36)] reveals a couple of interesting features about utilization of the four
potential donor sites of the aldimine ligands [(1), (2), (3); Scheme (IV-13)] by the two
molybdenum (V) atoms of the (Mo v20 3 ) 4 + core of complexes (4), (5) and (6).
Deprotonation occurs from the phenolic - OH group and the carboxylic acid group
leading to the formation of the dianions OV- L- His 2 - , OV- D- His 2 - and S- LArg 2 - respectively [Scheme (IV-15)]. In each case the phenoxide oxygen atom [0(9)],
the azomethine nitrogen atom [N(ll)] and the nitrogen atom [N(21) or N(20)] from the
amino acid part (histidine or arginine) of the aldimine ligand, coordinate to one [Mo(l8)]
of the Mo(V) atoms ; the carboxylate oxygen atom [0(16) I 0(45)] coordinates to the
other Mo(V) atom [Mo(25)], thereby forming a carboxylato - bridge between the two
Mo(V) atoms, in addition to the !l - oxo bridge between them. In that sense the pertinent
complexes are mono - !l - oxo -- !l - carboxylato core containing binuclear Mo(V)
systems. X - ray structurally characterized different types of binuclear molybdenum
complexes are known which contain both bridging oxygen atom and bridging carboxylate
group

39 136
·
.

However, all known (Mo v2 0 3 ) 4+ core containing complexes characterized

through X - ray crystallography, contain only a linear (or nearly so) mono - !l - oxo
bridge between the two Mo (V) atoms

7 19 55 62 128 151
• • • ·
•
•

Linear or near -linear Mo- Ob-

Mo linkage is also observed in case of the singly bridged (Mo v2 0 5) 2+ core containing
systems ts3, 154.
Now a brief attention may be given to the bond angles associated with the
bridging atom (s) between the two molybdenum atoms of well - characterized doubly
bridged binuclear complexes 39· 128• 131 • 136• 140• 147 . In all cases the Mo- Xb- Mobridge is
bent, e.g., for complexes with (Mo vz0 4i+ and (Mo v2 S2 0 2 ) 2 + cores, the Mo - Ob - Mo
and Mo - Sb - Mo bond angles are 81.7

°- 83.4 ° and 75 °- 75.5 ° respectively. In

conformity with these structural information, the CHEM3D models (MM2 method) ofthe
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present doubly bridged complexes exhibit bent bridges with the Mo(l8)- Ob- Mo(25)
bond angle varying in the range 116.3

°- 126.2 ° [Tables (IV-12) to (IV-14)]. Here the
°

Mo- Ob- Mo bond angle is intermediate between those of the (Mo v203)4 + core (180 or
nearly so) and the (Mo v2 0 4 i+ core (81. 7 ° - 83.4 °), because of the greater span of the 1.1
- carboxylato group as compared to that of a 1.1- oxo group.
Complexes ( 4) and (5) have identical chemical composition ; so far as their
aldimine ligand residues are concerned, only difference lies in the absolute configuration
about the chiral centre [C(12)] related to the switching of positions of two of its
substituents (e.g., the imidazole group and the hydrogen atom) 152 . In terms of chemical
composition, complex (6) differs from the earlier two with respect to the aldimine ligand
residue S - L - Arg 2 - ; here the methoxy (- OCH 3 ) group of the aldehyde part and the
imidazole group of the R part [Scheme (IV -13)] of OV - L - His 2 - or OV - D - His 2 are replaced by a hydrogen atom and an amidine group respectively. In spite of all these
similarities in composition, these complexes exhibit considerable structural differences as
pointed out above along with possible reasons, e.g., the different arrangements of the Mo

= 0 1 bonds about the Mo -

Ob - Mo axis, the differences in bond angles as per Table (IV-

15) and related aspects.
Now the experimental data of these complexes may be analyzed in a
stepwise manner, within the framework of the above [Fig.(IV-34) to (IV-36)] CHEM3D
models (MM2 method) and the associated structural inferences.
The prominent broad ligand [OV- L- HisHK.2H20 (1) and S- L- ArgH2
(3)] IR bands belonging to the phenolic- OH group at 1360- 1355 em- 1 (o (OH) mode]
and 1231 - 1205 em- 1 [o (OH) + v (C - 0) mode] are absent in the IR spectra of the
corresponding complexes (4), (5) and (6) ; the relevant v (C - 0) mode (phenoxide
group) appears around 1165- 1160 cm- 1 85 . The v (C=N) vibration of the free ligands
appearing around 1635- 1530 em- 1 is lowered (by 20- 25 em- 1) on coordination in all
these cases 8s, Iss. The Vas and Vs absorptions of the carboxylate (C02 -) group appear
around 1590 em- 1and 1415 em- 1respectively for these complexes ss ; the !1v value ( 175
em-

1
)

indicates the presence of a unidentate carboxylate group

72

•

It can be inferred that

dianionic forms of the aldimine ligand residues utilize the phenoxide oxygen, azomethine
nitrogen and one of the carboxylate oxygen atoms for coordination purpose [Scheme (IV-
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15)] ; besides this, as per the CHEM3D models [Fig.(IV -34) to (IV-36)], the imidazole or
amidine nitrogen atoms are also involved in coordination to one of the molybdenum (V)
atoms. EPR simulation experiments as discussed later, support the participation of the
nitrogen atoms of the later type.
X

0

~/

o-

II

c

-o /"'CH-R
c=N

/

H

Scheme {IV-15): Nature ofthe R group possessing nitrogen donor atom is shown in
Scheme (IV -13).
Figure (IV -37) shows the characteristic v(Mo=Ot)
vibration of the (Mo v20 3 ) 4+ core of complexes (4), (5) and
(6) at 952 - 955 em-

1

associated with fine structures

(shoulders). This fine structure of the v (Mo

=

0 1) bands can

be correlated with the arrangements (that is symmetry) ofthe
two Mo == 0 1 bonds about the Mo - Ob - Mo axis of the
(Mo v20 3 ) 4+ core in the light of the CHEM3D models
[Fig.(IV-34) to (IV-36)]. Complex (4) with essentially skew
- disposition of the two Mo

=

0 1 bonds shows the most

prominent fine structures for the v(Mo

=

0 1) bands ; complex

(5) with essentially trans- disposition of the Mo

=

Ot bonds,

possesses a v(Mo = 0 1) band with lesser number of shoulder
; for the v(Mo

=

0 1) band of complex (6) a prominent

shoulder is observed on the lower frequency side and the
relevant CHEM3D model shows a moderate departure from
a cis - disposition of v(Mo = 0 1) bands. In short, lowering
of symmetry of the (Mo v20 3 ) 4 + core results in greater fine

Fig.(IV-37): IR spectra of (4), (5) and (6) indicating characteristic v(Mo = 0 1) stretching
vibration of the (Mo v20 3 ) 4 +core 19• 55 ; (a)~ complex (4); (b)~ complex (5); (c)~ complex (6).
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structure of the v(Mo

=

Ot) band of these complexes. This aspect is further substantiated

by their magnetic susceptibility data, EPR and CD spectra, viewed in the light of MO
theory

9 55
I • •

It may be stated in this connection that the mononuclear starting material

[MoOCh(bipy)] with the (Mo v0) 3+ core, used here for synthesizing the complexes under
consideration possesses an intense structureless band at 968 em-

I

for the v(Mo

=

Ot)

mode.
A medium intensity band in the region 740-745 em- I characterizes the v (MoOb-Mo) vibration of the (Mo v20 3) 4+ core in these cases

9 55
I ,
•

From room-temperature

(295 K) magnetic susceptibility measurements it was observed that the !letdB.M.) values
for complexes (4) and (6) are 1.05 and 0.50 respectively, while complex (5) is
diamagnetic; out of them complex (4) is the only room-temperature (295 K) EPR active
species. Although the observed !letT value (1.05 B.M.) of complex (4) is much less
than that expected for two unpaired electrons (that is, 2.83 B.M.), its room- temperature
(295 K) EPR spectrum could be recorded both in the solid state as well as in DMSO
solution [Fig.(IV-38) and (IV-39)]. As the melting point ofDMSO is ca. 291-293 K, the
TCNE
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Fig.(IV-38): EPR spectrum of(4) in the solid state (295K); 9.528 GHz.
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latter spectrum may be regarded as a close approach to a tl·ozen solution data. Figure (IV40) and (IV-41) represent the EPR spectra in DMSO at 77 K of complexes (4) and (6)

respccti\ ely. indicating considerable increase m intensity of the EPR spectral lines
(associated with broadening) at the liquid nitrogen temperature. Quantitation of the EPR
signal intensity at 77 K of complex ( 4) cOJTesponds to almost two unpaired electrons ( S
cc•·

1 ground state) supporting skC\\ nature

or its

( Mo \ :'o~ f

1

core : for complex ( 6) the

[· PR signal intensity at 77 K corresponds to l.l 0 electrons. Complex (5) is EPR silent (S

at both .29:5 K and 77 K. giving further support in favour of its trans - ( Mo' 20, )~

••• 0)

core. It may be mentioned here that only complex (4) is able to exhibit CD spectrum
fFig.( IV -4.2) 1 u\ er the range 300

600 nm : it gi\c" additional evidence in

t~wour

of its

skew- (Mo' 2 0:;)~ core. lacking the centre of symmetry.

[ h~,.'

\1o

< ):..

'

1

()f magnetic pmpcrtic-. \\ ith the naturL' (cis

trans -

l\1n linkage. As per Scheme (I V-16 L the tl1Ur electrons Itwo from the bridging

;nom L2p, land

n\\.i!Cll

h~,.'i

C\ llTCLltHll1

l\\U

lhm1 till' two metal

-hk orbitals

i'J.'.

\\ith .:ach MolY) atom

d · ·.\ -.,klnl i!ll up Ilk' hnnding :md nnn hnnding le\ cl.•.;. thereby pmducing

d

X

anti bonding MO
1:

4dxy

2 Px

-·Tt-

non bondmg MO

--i+ -

bonding MO

4dxy
(b)

(a)

Scheme (IV-16): (a) Overlap of orbitals in the three- centre bonding MO of the Mo- 0" Mo
bond for a cis- or trans- (Mo\O:d~ core 1'): (b) the corresponding energy level diagram for the
MOs involved in the three
centre bonding shown in (a). indicating the distribution of four
c_b:trons inthem (~letails are given inthe text).
_ --···· _____ .
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bond order of 1.5 for each Mo - Oh bond [the bonding level electron pair of Scheme (IV16 b) provides with a 1t- bond order of 1 for the entire Mo- Oh- Mo system, that is, 0.5
bond order for each Mo - Ob 1t - bond and counting the Mo - Ob cr - bond, the total bond
order comes out to be 1.5]. This scheme indicates a singlet (S
diamagnetic behaviour

156

=

0) ground state with

and this is confirmed experimentally in case of complex (5).

°

However, for a skew (Mo v20 3) 4+ core (that is, the two Mo = 0 1 bonds are at 90 to each
other), the above- mentioned three- centre 1t- bond cannot be formed; here individual
1t -

bonds are formed between each Mo(V) 4dxy orbital and different Oh (pn) orbitals

[Scheme (IV-17)]. For this case, each of the degenerate antibonding level contains one
unpaired electron producing individual Mo - Oh

1t -

bond order of 0.5 and an overall

bond order of 1.5 for this bond, counting the cr - contribution. Thus for the skew (Mo v203t+ core, although the Mo - Oh bond is substantially of the same strength as for

~t

--+--

~t

+

-Mo--ob--Mo-

anti bonding Mo
bondingMO

(b)

(a)

Scheme (IV-17): (a) Skew - (Mov 20 3t+ core ; (b) formation of two separate sets of MOs
involving each molybdenum 4dxy orbital and the appropriate p1t orbital of the bridging oxygen
atom, that is, either the 2px or 2py orbital, with a contribution of three electrons (one from the 4dxy
orbital and two from the 2p1t orbital) to each set of Mo.
(b)

3260G

3460G

3660 G 3260 G

'I

3660G

14'
Fig.(IV-39): (a) EPR spectrum of(4) in DMSO at 295K at 9.528 G Hz.; (b) the simulated EPR
spectrum of (4) with 75 % contribution of the Mo( 18) centre and 25 % contribution of the
Mo(25) centre; it is the normalized spectrum ofthe two individual centres in the above ratio and
the CHEM3D model in Fig(IV-34) indicates the donor atoms around each Mo(V) centre.
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the cis - or trans - (Mo v2 0 3) 4+ core, a

!\
/V

paramagnetic species with S = 1

I

1

l

I

ground state would result
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TCNE

verified
simulation
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•

nature

of

the

core for complex (4) is
through
studies

EPR

spectral

[Fig.(IV-39

b)]

where spin contributions of both the
Mo(V) centres [Scheme (IV -1 7)] have
to be considered for matching the
experimental EPR spectrum [Fig.(IV-

\.' r.:;

I
3210G

I

3260G

r

I

3360G

I

I

I

3460 G

I

3510 G

39 (a)] 157 • The CHEM3D model of

Fig.(IV-40): EPR spectrum of complex (4) in DMSO at 77 K; 9.045 GHz.

complex (4) indicates the donor atoms around each Mo(V) atom ; out of them the
azomethine hydrogen atom [Scheme (IV-13)] (I =1/2), the different types of nitrogen
atoms (I = 1) and the chlorine atoms (I = 3/2) take part in hyperfine splitting of the EPR
signals of unpaired electrons of the two
Mo(V) atoms (each a d 1 system). The EPR
spectra of the two Mo(V) atoms [Mo( 18)
and Mo(25)] were simulated separately
taking

'

I~-·-""'
'':::!

into

account

their

different

coordination environments. To the overall

TCNE

simulated EPR spectrum [Fig.(IV-39 b)] the
Mo(18) and Mo(25) centres contribute 75 %
and 25 % respectively ; the resultant
simulated EPR spectrum [Fig.(IV-39b)] is
the normalized spectrum of the
3460G 3510G individual centres in the above ratio.

L--...L-I.....t.l_'--..L.-J.--_.._
1' ---L---1.---..IL.--.!__I..J.._____J
1

3210G

3260G

3360G

Fig.(IV-41): EPR spectrum of complex (6) in DMSO at 77 K;
9.045 GHz. It is EPR silent at 295K ; 9.045 G Hz.
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two

Room-temperature (295K) magnetic susceptibility data in the solid state
substantiate the above view. Complex (5) is diamagnetic and confirms to the three centre MO formation [Scheme (IV-16)] with essentially trans- (Mo v2 0 3 ) 4+ core [Fig.(IV35)]. Paramagnetism of complex (4) [with skew- (Mo v20 3 ) 4+ core as per Fig.(IV-34)]
can be viewed in terms of Scheme (IV-17). Complex (6) with a low magnetic moment
(0.50 B.M.) indicates an essentially intermediate situation, with" moderate departure from
a cis- (Mo v203)4 + core [Fig.(IV-36)].
The electronic spectra [Figures (IV -43 ), (IV -45) and (IV -4 7)] of these
complexes are characterized by similar spectral features, indicating their similarity in
overall electronic structure, in spite of some differences in several physico-chemical
properties. For Mo(V) system (d 1) the 4d- orbital ordering appears to be dxy < dxz, dyz <
dx2- y2 < dz2 ; dxz, yz and dz2 correspond to the Mo = 0 1 1t• and

c/ orbitals respectively 19• 55 •

Thus the different d- d transitions [dxy 1 ~ {dxz, yz) 1 ; dx/ ~ (dx2- y2) 1 ; dxy ~ dz2
1

1
],

ligand- to- metal charge transfer bands and 1t ~ rr· transitions of ligands (aldimine /2,2
bipyridyl)
15
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265 - 300 nm region which is
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peak at 283 nm (logE : 4.61 -

(-)
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4.46) due to an intraligand {rt
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)

~ rr*) transition ; (b) 300 -

335

nm

region

where

a

prominent shoulder appears
400

500

'Anm

600

due to ligand - to - metal

Fig.(IV-42): CD spectra in DMSO of complex (4) [-]

14,

and complex (5)

at 310 (log E : 4.23 - 4.33)

[----].
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charge transfer transition ; (c)

335 - 500 nm region where two shoulders are observed at 350- 360 nm (log B : 3.373.52) and 425 - 430 nm (log B : 2.97 - 3.09) due to dxy transitions respectively

19 55
' •

dz2 and dxy -

dxz, dyz

Their considerable molar extinction coefficient values are

ascribed to intensity stealing from the (b) type charge transfer bonds. Transition of type
(b) and (c) are responsible for the deep colours (snuff, brown and pink- brown) of these
complexes. These transitions are better resolved in the corresponding CD spectrum
[Fig.(IV -42)] along with the appearance of a new band at 533 nm ; the last transition is
19 55
' .

argued to be a characteristic feature of the (Mo v20 3 ) 4+ core

Large 1ogB values of the

above electronic spectral bands, derived from the charge transfer transitions involving the
aldimine I 2,2

1

-

bipyridyl ligands, cover the last type transition (533 nm) in the

electronic spectra [Fig. (IV -43 ), (IV -45), (IV -4 7)]. In that sense CD data is a nice tool for
l4'

resolving this type of electronic transition. The above CD spectrum [Fig.(IV -42)] bears
remarkable similarity to that of the oxidized form of xanthine oxidase (a typical
oxomolybdoenzyme with two mononuclear molybdenum centres) over the entire range
330-600 nm

158

.

Three distinct optically active transitions could be identified I assigned in the
CD spectrum of complex (4).
I. A negative Cotton effect at 323 nm involving the ligand (aldimine) -to- metal charge

transfer band and it is related to the aldimine ligand chiral centre.
2. A positive Cotton effect at 450 nm associated with shoulders due to different d- d
transitions of the Mo(V) centre (d 1), as delineated above.
3. A negative Cotton effect is observed at 533 nm along with a shoulder at 560 nm and
this CD band extends upto ca. 600 nm. This corresponds to an electric dipole forbidden
but magnetically allowed transition within the oxometal entity with the transition
terminating in the antibonding component ofthe MO levels shown in Scheme (IV-17)
55

•

19

'

The corresponding electronic spectrum [Fig. (IV -43)] of complex (4) hardly shows any

absorption band beyond 500 nm due to the electric dipole forbidden nature of the
14'

transition responsible for the 533 nm CD band [Fig. (IV -42)].

The CD transitions of type 2 and 3 are influenced by the nature of the
oxometal entity and become optically active due to low symmetry of the skew (Mo v20 3) 4+ core in complex (4). This inference is further supported by the fact that
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complex (5) with a trans- (Mo v20 3)4+ core hardly shows any CD spectral response over
the entire range 370 - 600 nm ; its weak CD signal at ca. 355 nm is influenced by the
aldimine ligand chiral centre ; the CD spectrum of complex (6) is essentially similar to
that of(5) [Fig.(IV-42)].
The above discussion on the electronic and CD spectral data lead to
conclusion that the different d - d absorption bands including these characteristic of the
(Mo v203)4+ core, become optically active in complex (4) due to low symmetry of its
skew - (Mo v203)4 + core ; the chiral aldimine ligand can influence only the electronic
transitions below ca. 360 nm, as evident from the CD spectrum of complex (5) [Fig.(IV42)], where the transitions above 400 nm are not optically active due to high symmetry of
its trans- (Mo v203)4 + core.
The different arrangements
of two Mo = 0 1 bands with respect to the
Mo-Ob-Mo axis of the (Mo v203)4+ core
and

the

associated

differences

m

electronic structures can influence the
reactivity
considerably

of
as

these

complexes

evident

from

the

following kinetic studies of oxygen atom
transfer reactions with pyridine N - oxide
(PyN----+0, a typical substrate analogue of
oxomolybdoenzymes 159),
500

m

DMF

medium.

Fig.(IV-43): UV-VIS absorption spectral changes recorded every 5 min. interval during the
reaction of(4) [4.2 X 10"4 (M)] with PyN----+0 [4.32 X 10"4 (M) in DMF at 30IK.
These complexes obey Beer's law in DMF solutions over the concentration
range from 4

X

1o-

5

(M) to 4.5

X

1o- 4 (M), indicating suitability of this medium for

kinetic studies. Blank run (overlay mode) using a solution of the complex in DMF
(purged) was recorded and it showed no change ; the same result was obtained using a
solution of PyN----+0 in DMF (purged). Figure (IV-43)] shows the spectrophotometric
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monitoring of the reaction of complex (4) with

PyN~o

in DMF at 301 K ; continuous

increase in optical density with time is observed at 283 nm, whereas the reverse is true at
310 nm and 360 nm. Comparable absorption spectral charges are observed for the
molybdenum fragment of several oxomolybdoenzymes, ususlly in the longer wavelength
region

21

•

160 161
•
•

The pivotal point of the overlay spectral scans [Fig.(IV -43)] appears to

be the region around 31 0 nm where ligand-to-metal charge transfer transition occurs.
After initial several spectral scans an isosbestic point appears at 297 nm for the later
scans. Complexes (5) and (6) exhibit similar UV- VIS spectral changes with time during
the reaction with

PyN~o

[Fig.(IV-45) and Fig.(IV-47)] in DMF solution, with an

isosbestic point at 297 nm in each case. For all the three complexes, the most interesting
aspect is the spectral change observed around 31 0 nm. Maximum spectral change is
observed for complex (4) with skew - (Mo v2 0 3 ) 4+ core ; complex (5) with a trans (Mo v203 ) 4 + core shows only a moderate change in this region. The extent of this
particular spectral change is intermediate for complex (6) with a slightly distorted
(Mo v2 0 3) 4+ core. As evident from Figure (IV -43), after a few spectral scans, the spectral
changes around 31 0 nm become

t

(a)

(T)

comparable to those in Figure (IV-

10

0

45) and (IV -4 7). Kinetics of this
reaction was monitored at 31 0 nm
V'l

.CI

~o o~----~------~------~----~~0

20

40

104 X [PyN ~OJ (M) ----:;;.

under

pseudo-

first

order

conditions (maintaining 3 times excess of

PyN~O)

100

in DMF.

For an excess of the oxo transfer
(b)

reagent,

the

kinetics

could

be

described by single exponential as
per the following equation :

(A- Ao) I (Ao- Aa)

=

e -kobs t

Where 'A' represents absorbance.
-2000

0
0

- 1000
1000
1
[1/[PyN~O], (M- ) -~

2000

Fig.(IV-44): (a) Dependence of rate
of reaction of (4) [4.17x!0- 5 (M)]
with PyN-0 in DMF at 30 I K ;

(b) the corresponding double reciprocal plot in DMF.
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Pseudo - first - order rate constants (kobs, s- 1) were determined by least square
method from the plots of log (A1 - Aa) versus time, which were linear for more than two
half lives. Figure (IV-44 a) shows the dependence of kobs, (s-

1
)

values on increasing

substrate concentration and it confers to substrate saturation kinetics at high PyN-0
concentration. Activation parameters [~S# and ~H# values, Table (IV-16)] were obtained
from the Eyring plot [In (k I T) versus 1 I T] using pseudo - first - order rate constants
data determined (keeping a 100 - fold excess of PyN-0) at four different temperatures.
The negative ~S# values support the formation of an intermediate here as outlined in
Scheme (IV-18). Activation energy values [Ea, Table (IV-16)] were obtained from the
corresponding Arrhenius plot. Scheme (IV -18) represents the possible course of the
reaction between complex (4) and PyN-0 [substrate [S]] in DMF, which involves the
reversible formation of an intermediate involving the two reactants, followed by its
transformation to the products.
Complex ( 4)

+

PyN ~ 0

k,

:::::=:::::. I Complex (4 ){ PyN -4-0) l
k_,

di -I-t - oxo Mo (VI) camp lex + p:yr id ine
Scheme (IV-18)
•
In vtew
ofthe above, the kobs, (s- I ) can be represented as

l~s = kz [5] /(KM

+

~

10

II ows 7· 8 · 17 · 22 · 23 .

[5])

KM = (k 2 + k_ 1) / k 1

\Vhere,
Or,
1/l{obs =

1/ kz +

KM

I

kz[SJ

The plot of 11 kobs versus [11 PyN-0] should give a straight line (analogous to the
Lineweaver - Burk plot for an enzyme) with 1I k2 as the intercept and KM I k2 as the
slope. The x - axis intercept equals 11 KM. From the double reciprocal plot of 11 kobs
1
versus [11 PyN-0] [Fig.(IV- 44 b)], k2 and KM were calculated as 10.0x10- 3 s- and
5.1 x10- 4 mol- 1 respectively at 310.5 K [Table (IV-16)]. The value ofk2 is comparable in
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Fig.(IV--46):(a) Dependence of rate of reaction
of (5) [4.17x10-5 (M)] with PyN---+0 in DMF at

Fig.(IV-45): UV - VIS absorption spectral
changes recorded every 5 min interval during
the reaction of complex (5) [3.0x10-4(M)] with
PyN---+0 [2.9x10-4 (M)] in DMF at 301 K.

301K; (b) the corresponding double reciprocal
plot.

magnitude to those of metal--mediated oxygen atom transfer reaction observed by
different authors using suitable substrates

7

·

s_

17 159
·
.

Figures (IV -46) and (IV -48) represent

the substrate saturation kinetics and the corresponding double reciprocal plots for
complexes (5) and (6) respectively ; the relevant data are grouped together in Table (IV16).
The reaction stoichiometry was established by estimating the amount of
pyridine released through reaction (328 K, 50h, dinitrogen atmosphere, darkness) of a
known weight of complex (4) with 10 equivalents of PyN----+0 ; in DMF solution ; the
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1.4

i

released

was

pyridine

estimated gravimetrically as

r

the

known

compound

[Zn(CsHsN)z(SCN)z]

from

the petroleum ether extract of
the reaction medium 25 · 34(a)_

QJ

u

c:
~
L.
0

Nearly two moles of pyridine

.c
"'
<[

were recovered per mole of
compound (4) used as per

~6L.5---~3~50~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!ll4..5•0_ _ _ _ _5j50
'Anm

equation (3) [with equations
3(a) and 3(b) showing the
intermediate steps].

Fig.(IV-47): UV-VIS absorption spectral change recorded every 2i min interval (6) [2.34 x 10'4
(M)] with PyN-0 [3.0lx10-\M)] in DMF at 301K.

[Mo v203] 4+- complex+ PyN-0 ~ 2[Mo v102] 2+- complex+ pyridine--- 3(a)
2[Mo v10 2f+- complex+ PyN-0 ~ [Mo v12 0 5] 2+- complex+ pyridine ---3(b)
The overall reaction :
[Mo v20 3] 4+- complex+ 2PyN-O ~ [Mo v120 5]2+- complex+ 2 pyridine--- (3)

The final di - f.! - oxo binuclear Mo (VI) complex was isolated, characterized by
physicochemical methods and was found to have the molecular formula [(Mo v120s)(OVL-His)(bipy)].DMF thereby supporting Scheme (IV-18) and equation (3). Reaction
stoichiometry [as per equation (3)] was established for complexes (5) and (6) ; in each
case approximately 2 moles of pyridine were recovered per mole of the carticular
complex used. A perusal of the kinetic and activation parameters [Table (IV-16)] reveals
several interesting features. Although the steric energy values (44.7 - 48.3 kcal mor 1,
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i

Fig.(IV-48):(a)Dependence of rate
of reaction of complex (6) [4.2x 1o-s
(M)] in DMF at 301K; (b) the
corresponding double reciprocal
plot.
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Table (IV- 16)
··---

""G#b
Comp- ~-----~ I ""H#" -T""s#a
1
1
ound
(K)
10\s- ) (KJ
(J mor
(KJ
1
1
)
)
No.
moldegmor]
--·-----·
(4)

(5)

(6)

306.5
310.5
315
317
306.5
310.5
315
317
306.5
310.5
315
317

9.2
12.8
18.2
22.3
14.4
14.9
15.4
15.6
7.4
13.2
23.0
28.1

64.3

-208.6

128.9

E/c
(KJ

kzd xlOJ
(s-t)

KMd
(s-t)

mol- 1)

52.7

X

104
---

10.0

5.1
----~--

3.7

-- 199.4

65.6

6.2

24.7

23.0

103.7

-213.0

169.4

103.4

7.9

4.2

a

,#

,I/

values obtamed from the Eynng plots, values obtamed from : ""G -- ""Hr# - T""S , at 31 0.5 K ,
c values obtained from the Arrhenius plots ; d values obtained from the plots of 1 I kobs vs. I I
[PyN~OJ at 306.5 K. a. b & 'values were taken at [sample]= 0.042 mmol dm -J and [PyN----+0] =
4.2 mmol dm _,_
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L\H#, L\G# and Ea data ; moderate variation of k2 and KM values are also observed.

....

Lowest kobs value is observed for complex (4). Variation in nature of the (Mo v20 3) 4+ core

I

as discussed in terms of CHEM3D models, is the most probable factor responsible for
the above observations. The above inferences regarding oxygen atom transfer reactivity
is further supported by electron transfer behaviour of these complexes in terms of a
146

temporal method like cyclic voltammetry [Fig.(IV -49)]

•

Better understanding of the

CV data is achieved in this study in terms ofthe CHEM3D models, supported by the MO

I
I

pictures [Scheme (IV -16) and (IV -17)]. The two Mo(V) centres of complex (4) undergo
LiQand reduct ion ·
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/
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E IV vs. SCE
Fig.(IV-49): Cyclic Voltammograms in DMSO, 0.1M N[Bu 4]CI04 , platinum electrode, scan
rate= 0.05 vs- 1• (a) complex (4) (1.00 x 10' 3 M); (b) complex (5) (1.03 x 10' 3 M)

and (c) complex (6) (1.76 x 10'3 M). 1'1(0

I
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reduction [Mo(V)

~

Mo(IV)] at- 0.50 V and- 0.71 V respectively, reflecting electron

filling in the two separate antibonding MO levels [Scheme (IV-17)] originating from the
skew nature of the (Mo v2 0 3 ) 4+ core ; further reduction [Mo(IV) ~ Mo(III)] of the two
metal centres occur at- 1.09 V and- 1.19 V respectively, followed by a chemical change
through solvation. A ligand reduction peak appears at - 1. 72 V ; for complexes (5) and
(6), this particular reduction occurs at- 1.68 V and- 1.71 V respectively. For complex
(5) the two Mo(V) centres undergo reduction [Mo(V)

~

Mo(IV)] at the same potential (

-0.74 V) as the two metal centres of the trans- (Mo v20 3 ) 4+ core are covered by a three
- centre MO, with the electrons entering into the same antibonding MO level [Scheme
(IV-16)]. However, in the next stage of reduction [i.e., Mo(IV)

~

Mo(III)], the two metal

centres became nonequivalent on the CV time scale, undergoing reductions at - 1.095 V
and - 1.21 V respectively. Complex (6) with a slightly distorted (from a cis arrangement) (Mo v2 0 3 ) 4+ core, shows an intermediate CV behaviour for the reduction of
its two Mo(V) centres at - 0.53 V and - 0.72 V respectively ; the former reduction is
characterized by a well - defined CV peak, whereas only a broad - band corresponds to
the latter one. Just like the two above cases, for the next stage of reduction [Mo(IV)

~

Mo(III)] two reduction peaks are observed at -- 1.10 V and - 1.19 V respectively. In
terms of HOMO - LUMO approach of explaining reactivity, the nature of the (Mo v203)4+
core of these complexes can be correlated with the number and nature of CV peaks
[Fig.(IV-49)] in the region- 0.50 V to- 0.74V.
For confirming the proposed electron transfer stoichiometry in the above
experiments, controlled - potential coulometric reduction were carried out on complex
(5) at- 0.85 V and- 1.35 V respectively ; they correspond to the transfer ('n' value) of
2.14e- I molecule and 4.06e- I molecule respectively. These data verify the two stage
reductions [Mo(V)

~

Mo(IV) and Mo(IV)

~

Mo(III)] of the two molybdenum (V)

centres ofthese complexes [Fig.(IV-49)).

Thus both the oxygen atom transfer and the electron transfer reactivity
aspects of these complexes are controlled by the nature of their (Mo v203)4+ cores, i.e., the
conformations of the two Mo=0 1 bonds about the Mo - Ob - Mo axis.
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Conclusion
In accordance with the aims and objectives of the work of this section, three
(Mo v203)4+ type complexes with chiral aldimine ligands have been synthesized, freshly
characterized by ESIMS data and their physicochemical properties interpreted to a
reasonable extent in the light of their CHEM3D models (MM2 method). The different
arrangements of the two Mo=0 1 bonds about the Mo - Ob - Mo axis of the (Mo v 203)4+
core have two implications : (i) presence or absence of a centre of inversion about the
bridging oxygen atom (Ob) ; (ii) cis - I trans - arrangement of the two Mo=01 bonds
giving rise to a three - centre MO with a diamagnetic (S = 0) (Mo v20 3)4+ core ; the skew
disposition of the two Mo=01 bonds will lead to two sets of MO levels with a
paramagnetic ground state (S = 1). Presence of the chiral ligand backbone coupled with
the above factors, adds a new dimension to this study as evident from the close similarity
of the EPR and CD spectra of complex (4) with those of a typical oxomolybdoenzyme
like xanthine oxidase, possessing two mononuclear molybdenum centres per protein unit
161 · 162 . These chiroptical data will be of value in understanding the CD properties of
oxomolybdoenzymes, containing two molybdenum atoms per protein molecule. The
chiral ligand backbone as well as the symmetry of the (Mo v20 3 ) 4+ core cast their
influence on the relevant EPR and CD spectra, associated with electronic transitions of
the oxometal entity and the ligand - to - metal charge transfers. Of the three present
complexes, complex (4) and (5) have identical chemical composition and their only
difference lies in the absolute configuration of the chiral centre of the amino acid residue
(histidine). Complex (6) has identical donor atoms for the (Mo v20 3)4+ core as for
complexes (4) and (5), the only difference being the replacement of the L-histidine
residue by a L-arginine residue and the methoxy group (- CH 3) of the aldehyde part by a
hydrogen atom respectively. In spite of the above similarities and apparently small
differences, these complexes possess different physicochemical and spectroscopic
properties (e.g.,

J.leff

values, IR, EPR and CD spectral responses) ; they also differ with

respect to their oxygen atom transfer and electron transfer reactivities as well. Much of
these differences can be traced to their differences of the (Mo v20 3)4+ core, viewed in the
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light of their CHEM3D models (MM2 method). The specific steric demands of the
aldimine ligands can lead to different types of

J..L -

oxo binuclear Mo(V) complexes,

which in turn suggest intriguing chemical and structural transformations. Different
factors have been enlisted for explaining the substrate selection aspects and reactivity of
oxomolybdoenzymes possessing the pterin unit (i.e., molybdopterin)

'·

2

•

The

conformational control of reactivity as investigated here (supported by EPR and CD data)
may prove vital in this respect, not withstanding the modeling I explaining their
physicochemical and spectral behaviour.
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